
Flying Fish Wind Sock
Check list: 
1. 2 recycled, jumbo  

chip bags
2.  2 smaller, recycled  

chip bags
3.  wire coat hanger
4.  duct tape
5.  scotch tape
6.  white paper
7.  black marker

Wow!  A flying fish!  Now, that’s Artzooka!!

Print out more makes from Kids’ CBC’s Artzooka: http://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc/artzooka

Wrap duct tape around the 
straight handle.

Bend the triangular part of a coat 
hanger into a big, round loop.
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Now bend the hook part of the 
coat hanger into a straight line.

Now it’s time for your chip bags.  Cut along 
the crease lines to open up two jumbo chip 
bags. Clean the grease off the silver part 
with soap and water, and then scotch tape 
the two bags together.

Turn it over so the 
silver side of the chip 
bag is facing down. 
Place the bottom of 
the wire loop onto the 
bottom middle edge 
of the wrapper.  Fold 
a little bit of chip bag 
over the hanger and 
tape into place.  Keep 
doing this until one 
side of your wrapper is 
attached to the hoop. 

Now fold and tape the other side 
of the chip bag until the wire hoop 
is completely covered in wrapper.

Cut the chip bags horizontally 
into one-inch strips.

Now tape these strips to the inside of your 
wind sock at the back.  Go all the way around 
the windsock until you have no more strips. 
You can add as many strips as you like!

Make fish eyes for your windsock by cutting out two circles 
from a piece of white paper and colour in the eyeball with a 
black marker.  Tape eyes onto the windsock with scotch tape.

Now take your small chip bags and 
cut along the crease lines to open 
them up.  Wash off the grease on 
the silver side of the bags.
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